
A cleaner world is within reach.

A cleaner world is within reach.

Introducing Pūrleve™, the innovative door handle 

solution that offers a clean, sanitary experience for 

every user . . . every touch, every time. Employing 

a proprietary Automatic Sleeve Dispenser (ASD) 

technology, Pūrleve automatically advances an 

antibacterial sleeve over the handle with every use, 

so visitors to restrooms and other public areas are no 

longer affected by the questionable hygiene habits 

of all the people who have gone before them. 

As the fi nal piece in an increasingly in-demand 

collection of advanced, automated restroom fi xtures, 

Pūrleve aids in improving public hygiene, minimizing 

cross-contamination and promoting the image of a 

clean, healthy environment among guests. In doing 

so, Pūrleve swings open the door of opportunity for 

proprietors in Away-From-Home environments all 

over the world. An opportunity to offer cleaner, safer, 

and more inviting environments for their patrons. An 

opportunity now easily within reach.

A TOUCH OF CLEAN, 
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY

1.877.PURLEVE  |  www.purleve.com A cleeaanneer worlddd iis within reach.



REFILL

Easy-to-install antimicrobial
(Microban) refi lls are recyclable, 
using no paper and producing 
almost zero waste

Thousands of uses with each 
refi ll saves time and money
 

DISPENSER

All-metal handle assembly 
provides strong, durable 
performance

Both dispenser cover 
and sleeve material 
allow for unique 
branding opportunities

Proprietary ASD technology 
advances antibacterial 
sleeve, aiding in reduced 
bacteria growth and offering 
a sanitary user experience

Electronic sensing ensures 
that product automatically 
advances after every use, 
guaranteeing a clean touch 
for each and every user

Proprietary lock protects 
against intrusion

Included ‘Key Lock Out’ 
designs provide secure 
identifi cation capabilities

High capacity design and 
effi cient power sources reduce 
maintenance and lower cost

Innovative ASD technology equips Pūrleve with the brains to know when its 

handle has been grasped and the smarts to do something about it—namely, advance 

its self-contained sleeve of antibacterial-treated material to fully cover the handle 

and provide each user a sanitary touch. Available in three different categories, each 

with an attractive satin nickel cover fi nish, Pūrleve is simply the smarter choice for 

better hygiene. 

SMARTER SANITATION, INSIDE AND OUT 

From the bustling mall restroom to the quaint neighborhood bistro, the busy airport to 

the high-end offi ce complex, germs have no particular allegiance to their surroundings. 

Any old (or new) handle will do. Fortunately, Pūrleve is up to the challenge. Our 

proprietary ASD technology provides patrons of any environment a pure alternative to 

the contaminated handle standing between them and a clean escape. The simplicity 

of the product results in a non-existent learning curve for patrons, as Pūrleve door 

handles function and react exactly as regular door handles. With three distinct 

categories to choose from, there’s a Pūrleve product that fi ts on any kind of door, 

in every kind of place. 

Each of our product categories support Pūrleve’s environmentally friendly corporate 

stance by incorporating effi cient power systems to drive the ASD technology. Plus 

with recyclable refi lls and almost zero waste produced, Pūrleve is clearly a greener way 

to go. 

AN OPEN DOOR POLICY

80% of infectious illnesses are transmitted 

by touch. So in a world where an estimated 

30% of visitors to public restrooms don’t 

wash their hands afterwards, who wants 

to touch the shared handle that offers the 

only form of exit from a public facility? For 

today’s more discriminating patrons, the 

latest survival strategy in any Away-From-

Home environment has become simple: 

Don’t touch anything!” 

Modern advances in restroom hygiene, 

including touch-free fl ushers, faucets and 

soap dispensers, have greatly aided the 

cause. Yet in the end, all the dedicated 

touch avoidance goes right down the 

drain, compromised by the one fi nal area 

of germ contamination: the door handle. 

Alternatives are generally awkward, 

messy and expensive, leaving patrons 

and proprietors with no way out of a 

sticky situation. Until now. 

WHAT’S YOUR EXIT STRATEGY?

PUSH-PULL 

For Push Pull doors or doors with 
no private use locks. Ideal for 
high-traffi c environments. Allows 
for thousands of clean-touch 
uses per refi ll.  

LOCKABLE 

For doors with rotating lock 
handles. Ideal for private room 
use. Allows for thousands of 
clean-touch uses per refi ll.

LATCH

For doors with rotating 
handles, but no locks. Ideal 
for environments where door 
handles rotate to release the 
latch. Allows for thousands of 
clean-touch uses per refi ll.

Better health. Better image. Better business. Better world. Clean is better, all the way around. 

And Purleve helps to make “clean” the last word in restroom hygiene. 

“


